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Money Matters: Theft- Part 2

The Thirteen Attributes Part 2

The sixth middah is erech apayim. Hashem 
has immeasurable patience. He waits a very 
long time before His furor rises. He can wait 
for centuries to punish evil doers. The Jewish 
people sinned as soon as they entered the 
land of Israel. Yet it took Hashem 490 years 
before He drove us into exile. At the start 
there were people who violated shemitah. 
There were 70 shemittot before Hashem 
destroyed us and banished us from the land. 
Erech apayim reflects Hashem’s attribute of 
mercy, of waiting patiently and not angering 
quickly. This is an important middah to have in 
parenting. The best parent is one who almost 
never gets angry. He will go to tremendous 
length to be patient and not react even when 
provoked.  “Chek kisilim yanuach, anger is in 
the bosom of the fools.” When someone gets 
angry and loses self-control, he is considered 
as if he worshipped idols. It’s like a demon 
takes over the person. He will say and do 

things he would never do if he were calm. And 
he regrets it afterwards. A young child is very 
vulnerable and impressionable. If a parent gets 
angry, he could do immeasurable damage to 
his child’s psyche. Therefore Hashem teaches 
us to be erech apayim. The Rambam mentions 
that if a parent feels he must get angry in order 
to get his child back on the right track, he must 
only show external anger. Internally, he must 
remain in complete control otherwise his anger 
may turn into a deathly instrument. If we 
practice erech apayim, if we train ourselves to 
have infinite patience, and only rarely display 
external anger, we can raise our child in the 
right environment of calm, peace, and joy, the 
nutrients that help grow emotionally healthy 
children. 

The next middah is rav chesed which means 
Hashem’s attribute of limitless kindness. Let us 
say a person has a bank account with a billion 

dollars. He can spend it till there’s nothing left. 
But Hashem has limitless assets. Every day 
there’s water, air to breath, things are 
growing….  So too in child-raising we must 
have infinite reservoirs of goodness. We have 
a mitzvah of v’halachta b’drachav, to follow in 
Hashem’s path and a separate mitzvah to 
teach our children this path. We must have 
limitless goodness, patience, largesse, and 
love for our children. We cannot let it ever get 
used up. Hashem created us b’tzelem elokim, 
in His image. Just as He has limitless love for 
us so too should we maintain that love for our 
children. May we merit to fulfill our role as 
parents, to follow the derech Hashem as He 
taught it to us, and to raise our children in the 
right environment to be true servants of 
Hashem.  

If someone borrows an item he is responsible 
for any damages. However there is a special 
exemption of misa machmat melacha. If the 
animal died while working at its normal job, 
the borrower is not held responsible. For 
example, if while ploughing a field an ox died 
of a heart attack, the borrower does not have 
to pay. However if the ox was taken without 
permission and then died, the borrower must 
return the value of the animal. If someone 
owes you money you may not take his 
property without permission as repayment. 
You can take the property and go to beit din. 
B’dieved, if the value of the property was the 
exact value of the debt, it is not considered 
stealing. 

The Rosh brings the case of Reuven who 
took Shimon to beit din. He said, “I have 
witnesses that you entered my house and 
carried out books that belonged to me. You 
have to return it or their value.” Shimon 
replied, “Your daughter-in-law asked me to 

help her carry out these boxes. I didn’t know 
they were stolen.”  The Rosh ruled that 
Shimon was responsible. He should’ve 
realized there was something wrong. In 
actuality, there were two thieves, the daughter-
in-law and Shimon. Either of them could be 
made to pay the full value of the books. 

If someone sends a messenger to steal 
something, the sender is not held responsible. 
The agent is responsible in keeping with the 
principle, “Ein shaliach b’dvar aveira.”  
However if they are both partners and one 
partner steals on behalf of the one who sent 
him, both are responsible and can be held 
liable. There are a number of exceptions. A 
child under the age of 13 does not have 
adequate understanding to realize what he’s 
doing. He is not liable for stealing on the 
sender’s behalf.  Rather in this case the 
sender is liable. Where the messenger doesn’t 
know its stolen property, he can’t be held liable 
either.  

Two partners took a loan together. If the lender 
demands the full amount from one partner and 
he pays, he can then claim the other half from 
his partner. If two people damaged something, 
the owner can claim reimbursement from 
either one. However the person who paid 
cannot claim back half the damage from the 
other person. The Rema brings a case of a 
thief who stole an item from someone. He 
couldn’t get it out of town, so he hid it. He then 
sent someone to collect the stolen item and 
the person was caught. Since the messenger 
knew it was stolen, he can be made to pay. 
The Piskei Teshuva and the Chavas Yair bring 
a case of two thieves. One climbed up a 
ladder, stole booty, and threw it out the window 
to his partner, who grabbed it and ran away. If 
the partner is caught, he can be compelled to 
pay back. Although he didn’t actually steal the 
property, the theft isn’t complete until it’s taken 
away from the scene. One thief cannot claim 
back from the other. Each is obligated for 100 
percent of the theft. 
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Physical Strength vs. Spiritual Blessing  Part 2

The Romans wanted to conquer the Jewish 
people on every level. The surface- our body, 
the inside- our soul, and the supernatural 
facet of ratzon- everything that gave us life 
force.  In the account of the destruction of the 
beit hamikdash, we read how the blood of the 
martyrs flowed to the Mediterranean Sea and 
mixed with water until it couldn’t be discerned 
separately. The Romans wanted us to 
disappear. The turning of blood into water 
symbolized that the soul had no more 
existence. They wanted to totally uproot us. 
The Gemara notes that the amount of water 
to blood was such that there was 2/3 water to 
1/3 blood but it was still considered water. The 
Maharal writes that water is completely 
material. Physicality is gashmiut which comes 
from the root word geshem (rain). Everything 
physical is sustained by rainfall. The Romans 
understood better than we did the force of the 
soul. They wanted us to have a soulless 
existence. They would water their vineyards 
with blood. They wanted the Jewish soul to 
become water mixed with water and still 
maintain enough separateness so that there 
should be blood in supply to fertilize their 

vineyards. It would not be enough to destroy 
the Jewish soul. They wanted to make it their 
own. 

The final defeat where there was 2/3 water 
and 1/3 blood was to show us that what they 
wanted to take away was our tzura. Chomer is 
what something is made up of.  Tzura is the 
form it takes. These two qualities cannot exist 
independently. There is no abstract form with 
no material and everything material automati-
cally takes on a form. But the aspect about 
which we have choice is form. This is what the 
Romans wanted to take away. They wanted to 
swallow up our strength. However on a super 
rational level they know we have to exist as 
moral guides. We are in a no win situation. On 
the one hand they want to drain us of 
everything we have. On the other hand, if they 
succeed they despise us. This is what 
happened to the Jews in the Holocaust. All 
along the non-Jews were saying, “Be like us.” 
And then they raged against us. “The Jews are 
drawing our blood, they’re capitalists, they’re 
communists...” 

In the literal sense, human blood should never 
be spilled. This is why we bury people. But 
animal blood is spilled. It’s one of the steps in 
shechita. They wanted to turn our souls into 
animal souls, to make it physical, and to use 
what was left to cultivate their vineyards. The 
word used is yad, two yadat of water, which is 
also a symbol of din. The Romans wanted to 
see that what was happening to the Jews was 
all din- limitations and no mercy. Most people 
see themselves as independent in a physical 
way. They have their job, income, and set life. 
All of that is chomer but one has to give it 
tzura. To picture this concretely, imagine 
summer is fading away and the New Year is 
approaching. There’s the rush to buy new 
clothing, shoes, school supplies. Then there’s 
the Yom Tov planning, what to cook and bake, 
who to invite... Chomer is good because tzura 
can’t exist without it. But our job is to give the 
chomer its tzura, to uplift the physicality to 
something lofty. There should be deveikut, 
awareness, and mindfulness in everything we 
do. Otherwise it as if we are handing our 
victory back, in that we are still alive today, 
back to the Romans. 


